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TO EXTEND FUNCTIONALITIES OF WEBPAC BY DEVELOPING THE LIBRARY ONLINE CATALOGUE
INTO A LIBRARY RESOURCES PORTAL –
THE LINGNAN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY EXPERIENCE
by
Patrick LO
(Cataloguing Librarian, Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong)
&
Owen TAM
(Technical Services Librarian, Lingnan University Library, Hong Kong)
ABSTRACT
This paper examines the current trends, as well as the potentials of the future library online
public catalogue (OPAC). It is written to speak to the interest of the library community as
well as OPAC designers, with the aim of investigating the role the librarian should be playing,
along with the catalogue developments for the community, and new trends for information
services.

This paper is divided into 6 parts. It commences with an overview of the developments of the
OPACs at different stages, followed by detailed descriptions on the attributes, as well as the
limitations of the old and existing library catalogues, and defines the new concept of the
future developments as a library portal for electronic resources.

Part V documents Lingnan

Library’s experience in extending the functionalities of the WebPAC by developing the Library
Online Catalogue (WebPAC) into a Library Resources Portal. Finally, it offers proposal to
respond to the dilemma of librarians as designers of the future library catalogue, i.e., to
provide access to the expanding universe of information and knowledge.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent penetration of the Internet to every aspect of the society is remarkable. Along with various
types of access methods being developed, a great variety of information contents and services all
become available provide through the Internet. Developments in library automation technologies
have also changed the role and functional capabilities of the library’s Online Public Access
Catalogue (OPAC), as well as traditional librarianship. Users can access Internet resources through
the hot/URL links provided in Web-OPAC (WebPAC). Our library catalogue or OPAC is no longer just
an inventory list or a finding aid for only what the library owns, but rather for everything to which
the library has access.

It has changed from just a list to a comprehensive content delivery

mechanism.1 This paper discusses the new nature of OPAC and attempts to explore various ways
that librarians as OPAC designers could enrich the contents of the catalogue and its records to
provide easy and yet comprehensive access for Internet resources.
Traditionally, a library catalogue is mainly used as finding aid for locating items that are held inside
the library building. A user checks the catalogue first, finds the call number, then goes to the shelf
to get the book or goes to the microform collection to view the film. If an item is not available in
the library, the user can check other libraries’ catalogue and obtain the item through interlibrary
loans.

For this purpose, traditional bibliographic records represented in OPAC are already

sufficient. Because of the new feature of Web accessibility, the Web OPAC or the WebPAC can
provide a direct link to the Internet resource that the user wants. And the information is just a
click away. Therefore, the library catalogue is no longer just an inventory list or finding aid for
what library owns, but rather, a portal to everything. WebPAC is not only a traditional list, but also
a content delivery tool.2
In addition, the penetration of visual culture into scholarly activity not only necessitates improved
access, but more widespread distribution of visual images. Other formats and materials, such as
manuscripts and audio transcriptions, have ascended greatly in importance. The interest in these
materials, which have often been sequestered in special collections, has risen in part as digital
technology has facilitated their visibility and accessibility. 3 One of the most successful scenarios
can be found in the Digitization of Beethoven's 9th Symphony Project, carried out by the by the
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin (Berlin State Library).

It is well acknowledged that the Berlin State

1

ZHANG, Allison. (2000). “Cataloguing Internet resources using the Voyager system”, OCLC System & Services, Vol., 16, No.
3, p. 107.
2

ZHANG, Allison. (2000). “Cataloguing Internet resources using the Voyager system”, OCLC System & Services, Vol., 16, No.
3, p. 108.
3

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web, December 2000.
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Library owns some impressive collections of manuscripts, autographs, as well as original music
scores by some of the most important composers in the history of Western classical music from
many centuries. The Music Department of the State Library Berlin also holds the almost complete
autograph/original manuscript of the Symphony No. 9 in D Minor Op. 125 by Ludwig van Beethoven,
written between 1822 and 1824. As part of the conservation treatment, as well as to make the
visual impression of the original autograph of this globally-significant work accessible to everyone,
while simultaneously creating a high quality film, the State Library Berlin completely digitized the
original copy of this key musical work in the year 2000.4 The digital version can now be viewed at:
http://beethoven.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de (Appendix I & II)

4

State Library Berlin: Beethoven Digital: http://staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/cgibin/drucken.cgi?/deutsch/abteilungen/bestandspflege_reprographie/index_en.html&en
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II.

OVERVIEW ON DEVELOPMENTS OF LIBRARY CATALOGUES

Gradual developments in bibliographic standards, enormous advances

in computer and

communication technologies, and the growth of bibliographic utilities and networks have led to the
design and development of online public access catalogues (OPACs). OPACs for libraries appeared
in the 1980s. And Web-based OPACs (WebPAC) began to emerge in the late 1990s. Web OPACs are
a natural progression in technological development and could be considered an advanced second
generation OPAC.5 They are an advance on traditional OPACs serving as a gateway to the resources
not only housed by the particular library, but also to the holdings of other linked libraries and
further to regional, national and international resources.6
The following is a comparison table featuring the functional capabilities of library catalogues
developed at different stages throughout the years:
Summaries & Comparison of Capabilities & Interface Features
of Library Catalogues at Different Stages:
Functional Capabilities
Card Catalogue
OPAC – Telnet
WebPAC/Web-OPAC
Available in:
Before 1980s
1990s
End of 1990s
Gradually being
Popularity/Status:
Obsolete
Keeps growing
replaced by
Webpac
Overall efficiency:
Low
High
Very high
Efforts for maintaining
bibliographic file:
Storage space required:

Very high
(Time consuming &
labour intensive)
A lot

Low

Very low

Little

Little





























































Access Points / Searching
AUTHOR, TITLE, SUBJECT
search:
ISBN search:
Call# search:
Boolean operator7 search:
KEYWORD search:
Help screen:
Concurrent searching of
multi-catalogues:
Specified limits on
truncation8:
Can search be limited by
DATE:
Can search be limited
LANGUAGE:
Can search be limited
MATERIAL type:
Comprehensive &
concurrent searching of
authors with diff.
5

HILDRETH, C. R. (1991). “Advancing toward the E3 OPAC: the imperative path”, in Van Pulis, N. (Ed.) Think Tank on the
Present and Future of the Online Catalog: Proceedings, 11th – 12th January. American Library Association, Chicago, IL., pp.
39-48. (Reference and Adult Services Division (RASD) Occasional Papers, No. 9).
6

HARMEN, B. (2000). “Adding value to Web-OPACs”, The Electronic Library, Vol. 18, No. 2, pp. 109-13.

7

BOOLEAN Logic Operators, “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”.

8

(e.g., LIBRAR*3 to get LIBRARY and LIBRARIES but not LIBRARIANSHIP)?
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language publications:

Search Results / Screen Display
Medium specifying icon
when browsing:
Enable ranking of search
result:
Allow user to browse
forward
& backward:

























































































































Easily navigable

Navigable with
difficulty

Navigable with difficulty

Low

High

Very High

Bibliographic Enrichments:
TOC9:
Access to full-text journals
& manuscripts:
Access to electronic
reserve:
Access to musical
sound/audio recording:
Access to digitalized
slides:
Access to video-ondemand:

Loan Status / Operational Control:
Place holds/reserve on
items:
View list of items charged
out to user’s account:
Item renewal online:
Inform users of loan
status:
Diff. formats of OPAC
display
Online help:

Output Control:
Printing search results:
Transmit search results via
Email:
Enable to specify display
format :

Remote Access:
Access to information even
library is closed:
Same information be
shared by different users
concurrently in diff.
locations:

Computer-shy users:
Overall Ranking Of
Functional
Capabilities:

9

Table of contents.
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III.

OVERALL IMPACTS ON TRADITIONAL LIBRARY SERVICES:

During the past 30 years, automation has brought speed, order, and quality control to many timeconsuming and labour-intensive library operations.

From the online public access catalogue to

serials check-in to electronic circulation, the integrated library system has changed the way all
librarians work. For example, automation in library catalogues has:
(a) greatly enhanced the catalogue’s Access Points, and thereby allowing comprehensive
retrieval of materials in different formats, languages, and scripts in the most speedy and
convenient fashion;
(b) allowed the same information to be shared by different people at different locations
concurrently;
(c) enabled search results to be output as email, facilitating easy data manipulation
afterwards;
(d) saved a vast amount of storage space;
(e) facilitated maintenance, as catalogue data could be exchanged, shared, manipulated,
updated in the most convenient fashion;
(f) offered User Assistance online while searching;
(g) offered access to a vast body of full-text materials in electronic format, hence, saved
staff time and effort from retrieving, shelving and re-shelving the materials;
(h) enabled usability via remote access, allowing access 24 hours a day, even when library is
closed.
1.

Other Impacts on Library Services:
“Today’s OPAC/WebPAC holds records for books and journals, films, finding aids, audio
recordings, computer files, maps, and graphic images, although the preponderance of
surrogates are still for monographs and printed materials. As libraries subscribe to more
and more online journals, full-text documents, and other digital materials, catalogue
records refer to publications accessible to a community through a variety of authorizations.
No longer are all the citations in a catalogue to holdings owned by a library; pointing to
materials served remotely has become commonplace. The purity of the principle that the
local catalogue provides access to materials held by the host institution has become diluted
slightly to accommodate items selected for community use and readily accessible, although
not physically controlled by the library. On the other hand, some librarians have balked at
the introduction of certain types of electronic resources into the catalogue, particularly
those likely to have transient URLs or which require heavy maintenance. The catalogue
represents stability, dependability, reliability, and quality. ”10

(a)

Impact on Treatments of Full-Text & AV Materials -- With reference to full-text
materials in electronic format, digitized audio and video materials (e.g. online
video streaming, online audio music and spoken word libraries, etc.), electronic
journals and databases available via the Internet have grown dramatically during

10

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web, December 2000.
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the past few years.

Some journal publishers have even terminated their print

versions and now provide only Web accessible versions. Publishers and database
vendors are rushing their Web products to the Internet and targeting libraries as a
significant market. Because these resources can be accessed conveniently from any
location with a Web connection, subscriptions to them have become increasingly
popular in research and academic libraries. Libraries also make these subscriptions
accessible through OPAC, with the built-in Web interface.11

In other words,

electronic searching has become both efficient and comprehensive. As a result,
some libraries today are slowly replacing traditional hardcopy of resources, or they
will be completely replaced in the near future. In addition, nowadays, there has
been a massive attempt to integrate traditional cataloguing principles into the
electronic workflow. Along with an immense digitalization project of selected local
governmental documents and other archival materials, all these have provided
efficient online access to general interest documents.
(b) “i-mode OPACs” or Mobile Access to Library Catalogue – In Japan during the last
five years, it has been very popular for students or faculty using wireless technology
to transmit and receive data directly to and from the library catalogue via mobile
phone systems capable of internet access. This kind of wireless network eliminates
the necessity of cabling classrooms and libraries with all of the attendant labour and
costs. Users can now access these resources at home and in the office. In library
applications, on top of OPAC retrieval, mobile access has also been used for
providing news and guides for library users.

More new applications are being

unveiled for the library as the future developments of mobile access in library
applications, e.g.:


to reserve of group discussion rooms or other facilities, etc.



to send out overdue notice.



to serve as a library-student communication tool.12

(c) Lingnan Library’s SMS Services via Mobile Phone – In August 2004, Lingnan
University Library also began to provide SMS service via mobile phones to their users.
When users’ mobile telephone numbers are enabled for SMS and are registered with
Lingnan Library, users can receive automatically circulation notices via SMS, e.g.,
notices on ready-to-pick-up books or overdue items, generated from the library

11

ZHANG, Allison. (2000). “Cataloguing Internet resources using the Voyager system”, OCLC System & Services, Vol., 16, No.
3., pp. 107.
12

NEGISHI, Masamitsu. “Mobile Access to Libraries: Librarians and users Experience for “imod” Applications in Libraries”,
presented at 68th IFLA Council and General Conference, 18th – 24th August 2002.
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catalogue at any time, anywhere.13
(d) Lingnan Library’s Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) Service – The Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) is a choice of mobile computing for information management and
general administration, which is becoming increasingly popular among the library
patrons, for their use in referencing information and performing calculations. The
portability of PDAs and their potential to provide current information in remote
locations are the main reasons behind their popularity.

Having recognized such

potentials, and to encourage their library users to make the most of their PDAs, in
November 2002, Lingnan University Library also began to allow their users to
download the Monthly New Titles List onto their PDAs, with the aim to strengthen
the public relationship values, as well as to encourage the circulation of library
materials.14
2.

Challenges for Librarians:
“In the past 20 years, libraries have witnessed a paradigm shift exemplified by the absence
of card catalogues and the presence of computer terminals. The Internet will not seriously
threaten the need for bricks and mortar libraries. I envision it stimulating the public’s
need to more libraries and librarians. I believe that this is an important opportunity for the
library community to capitalize on their greatest asset: their human capital. The lasting
benefits of this endeavor will be a transformation of the work culture, increased facility
with technology and an expansion of the skills set of the Central Technical Services staff.”15
“The introduction of new technologies and electronic documents confronted library staff
with the new problems and redefined the role of the librarian towards readers. Users are
drowning in information and often have trouble finding it even when sure of the optic of
field. In this situation, the librarian should be a guide. The librarian who, in the past, only
made the cataloguing cards (which we now call “recording the data”), is now also an
information researcher. 16
“During the same period that libraries have been asserting control over their backlogs of
print1ed publications and have been shining their light on the hidden resources found in
archives and special collections, the World Wide Web sprang to life. Few people had the
clairvoyance to anticipate its astonishing growth and vitality. Today, it registers 1.5 million
new pages per day, and with a present size estimated to be in excess of 2 billion pages, it
represents a major challenge to the traditional library practices. As there is mounting
evidence that students, faculty, researchers, and the general public are making the internet
their information resource of the first and last resort, library values of careful selection,
standardized description, and enduring access to publications are questioned as both costly
and futile.”17

13

http://www.library.ln.edu.hk/sms/guide/

14

http://www.library.ln.edu.hk/pda/guide/

15

WARD, Daine (2001). “Internet resource cataloging: the SUNY Buffalo libraries’ response”. OCLC Systems & Services. Vol
17, No. 1, pp. 23.
16

WIT T, Maria. (2003). “Bibliographic description of electronic resources and user needs”, Online Information Review. Vol.
27, No. 6, pp. 383.
17

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web in December 2000.
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“Quality of service in automated digital libraries will not come from replicating the
procedures of classical librarianship. More likely, automated libraries will provide users
with equivalent services that are fundamentally different in the way they are delivered.”18
“The success and marketability of the twenty-first century library hinges upon its response
to the Internet. Due in part to a reliance on commercial keyword search engines, patrons
are becoming accustomed to “clicking” their way to immediate satisfaction of intellectual
queries; this constitutes a “Net-ization” of traditional research habits and expectations.”19

(3)

Roles and Future Challenges for Future Librarianship -- Librarians are in a unique
position to guide people to research quality information. One of the major differences
between librarians and commercial information providers is that librarians complement
each other rather than compete against each other.

To continue to provide quality

service and information to the public, libraries need to apply their skills to organizing
the World Wide Web resources. The process of integrating Internet resources into an
OPAC is an ongoing process of balancing staff skills with user satisfaction. The library
catalogue can then serve as a reliable filter.

How useful would it be to search a

commercial search engine if the results returned are several pages long, the sites may be
irrelevant to the subject, and the URLs may be invalid. The role of the bibliographer and
cataloguer will become crucial in helping patrons wade through the overabundance of
information to find useful data.20 And for reference services, meanwhile, it is very likely
that reference librarians will continue to provide suitable instructions – to teach users
how to use retrieve library materials. As classrooms are wired or become wireless for
technology, there is a great possibility that students training will shift from computer
labs/user education rooms to classrooms or even to home. Computer labs will go the
way of the dinosaur, freeing-up much needed space for other library equipment.

18

ARMS, William Y. “Automated Digital Libraries: How Effectively Can Computers Be Used for the Skilled Tasks of
Professional
Librarianship?”
D-Lib
Magazine,
July/August
2000,
Vol.
6,
No.
7/8.
Available
at:
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/july00/arms/07arms.html
19

WARD, Daine (2001). “Internet resource cataloging: the SUNY Buffalo libraries’ response”. OCLC Systems & Services. Vol
17, No. 1, pp. 19.
20

WARD, Daine (2001). “Internet resource cataloging: the SUNY Buffalo libraries’ response”. OCLC Systems & Services. Vol
17, No. 1, pp. 19.
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IV.

LIBRARY CATALOGUES IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM:

“As we approach 2001, the information landscape appears to be considerably more complex than
the one our predecessors populated. There is more information, the pace is more rapid and the
means and formats for communication are more diverse. What contribution does the catalogue
make in our quest to discover and retrieve knowledge? The catalogues, at the level of the local
institution, provides the information-seeker with bibliographic description and access to content
imbued with several critical features….the catalogue has come to represent access to a collection
deliberately shaped with a specific community in mind. This collection, by virtue of having been
selected by bibliographers or some other structured process, is deemed to be of high quality.” 21

It can be overwhelming and in some ways impossible to predict all of the future allocations of
technology in the library environment, as computer technologies evolves quickly. However, some
trends are evident.

For example, the OPAC is likely to continue for the foreseeable future,

although it is evolving into more sophisticated versions, which emulate the look, feel, and
functionality associated with WWW-based system, along with much more Web-like maturity.
It is predicted that the future WebPAC will still be built around the concept of a community, but a
larger body of users than the typical library catalogue users. For example, unlike the traditional
catalogue, future generations of the WebPAC will:



provide highly functional, dependable, and academically credible access to the Web, by
integrating all manners of information in their scope, rather than concentrating exclusively on
“published” information;



provide access to the highest quality content on the Web by employing search engines to
harvest URLs and generate responses. The information they access will be prolific;



with the hyperlinked aspect to the Web, allow easy movement from document to document,
and the generous amount of full-text resources will allow the user to harvest very specific
terms. There will also be vastly more audio and visual data available;



allow the user to conduct his/her researches without the inconvenience or disruption of
leaving the computer, and readily cut and paste the results of the searches into their own
documents;



along with many other positive features of the Internet, rank search results by relevance and
tailor them to personal specifications.

21

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web, December 2000.
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This future gateway-concept WebPAC catalogue will appeal strongly to those who prefer speedy
access to online resources. It offers many of the desirable features of the traditional catalogue,
since bibliographic control over its contents will still be carefully managed by librarians.

The

quality of service with the future WebPAC will not come from replicating the procedures of
classical librarianship.

But more likely, it will provide users with equivalent services that are

fundamentally different in the way that they are delivered. It will facilitate the addition of highqualityf material by fostering standards, searching across databases, and offering a variety of
supporting tools.

As a result, libraries, corporations, and many other organizations will be

empowered to contribute to an accessible, distributed library. The existence and efforts of the
library catalogue, therefore, will accelerate the growth of high-quality material and facilitate what
has been referred to as the global relational library. 22

22

BILLINGS, Harold (2000) “Shared Collection Building: Constructing the 21st-Century Relational Research Library”, Journal
of Library Administration (also delivered at the conference “Research Collections and Digital Information”, Oklahoma City,
2nd March 2000).
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V.

DEVELOPING THE LIBRARY ONLINE CATALOGUE (WEBPAC) INTO
A LIBRARY RESOURCES PORTAL

The demand for non-book materials for teaching and research came not just from tutors and
students alone, but also from the natural evolution of education as a whole.

Nowadays, in

universities, and increasingly in secondary schools, the tendency towards supplying individual
students with up-to-date materials in non-print format, with which to work independently or in
small groups is growing drastically. The current situation which is evolving in education is that the
books are being supplemented but by other materials in non-print formats, e.g., electronic
resources, audio-visual materials, etc. Many academic libraries have already incorporated large
collections of electronic books, videotapes, CDs, VCDs, DVDs, as well as streaming digital videos.
Brief Description of Lingnan Library’s Resources Portal Project:
Previously, Lingnan Library’s WebPAC could only provide users access to mainly printed books
housed inside the Library. Although their Library had also subscribed to many licensed full-text
databases in electronic format, users must perform searching on WebPAC and full-text databases
separately, in order to access to full-text materials on the same subject. Now, in contrast to this,
instead of having to search different databases individually, users may, through the searching
process enabled by the Library-Resources-Portal concept, perform searching on individual
databases via using the WebPAC as a central gateway in the most convenient, comprehensive,
speedily, and concurrent fashion – i.e., to enable them to perform One-Stop and simultaneous
searching to search across, as well as to link up the library’s other defined information resources,
including Z39.50 database, library catalogue, and other local digital collections, etc., at the same
time, saving their References Services colleagues’ staff time and efforts in educating the users in
using individual databases afterwards.
Lingnan University Library’s WebPAC Resources Portal Project can be summarized as follows:
First Attempt – To Enhance English Bibliographic Records by Adding Amazon.com URL Links2324
(Appendix III & IV)

Project began in: began in summer 2003 and ongoing



Action taken: developed a local software programme to generate Amazon URLs which can be
added to MARC records automatically. It saved staff-time and also eliminated errors caused
by human in-put.

23

Tam, Owen, Patrick Lo & Joe Chow. (2003) “Enhancing Bibliographic Records with Value-added Information from Online
Bookstores.”Journal of East Asian Libraries. February 2003 (No. 129).
24

Lo, Patrick, Eugenie Ng & Bill Tang. (2003) “Amazon.com versus Syndetics : a Comparative Studies Between their
Bibliographic Enhancement Services.” Journal of East Asian Libraries. June 2004 (No. 133).
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Results & beneficial outcomes: as of May 2005, over 77,000 English-language bibliographic
titles have been enhanced with Amazon’s URLs, under the WebPAC.

Such setup provides

much more value-added information for the users in the speediest fashion, without the burden
of inputting and maintaining the information from the library staff themselves. The valueadded information includes:
(i) Reviews on books,
(ii) Cover arts and text, and book jackets
(iii) Table of Contents
(iv) Providing facilities for users to enter their own comments.


Examples: English bibliographic record enhanced with Amazon URL is available at:
http://library.ln.edu.hk/search/aGelven%2C+Michael/agelven+michael/-2%2C1%2C0%2CB/frameset&FF=agelven+michael&3%2C%2C3

Second Attempt –To add 297 Naxos Spoken Word Library Online Titles to WebPAC25 (Appendix
V & VI)

Project began in: October 2004


Action taken: developed local software programme that could convert raw data into MARC
records automatically.



Results & beneficial outcomes:
(a) All Naxos Spoken Word Library titles can now be inter-searchable with our Library’s
regular collection under WebPAC.
(b) Compared with manual cataloguing, the in-house developed software programme saved
the library a total number of (14) working days.



Examples: all Naxos Spoken Word Library titles are now searchable under WebPAC, under
AUTHOR, TITLE, KEYWORD, e.g.:
http://library.ln.edu.hk/search/tNaxos+Spoken+Word+Library/tnaxos+spoken+word+library/-2%2C1%2C0%2CB/exact&FF=tnaxos+spoken+word+library&1%2C298%2C
Manual Cataloguing
Total time required to catalogue
all 297 NSWL titles manually:
Automatic MARC Conversion with InHouse-Developed Software

Developing in-house software
programme to convert Excel to
MARC:

Pre-processing of data in Excel
file before actual MARC
conversion/loading:

Running Software Programme for
MARC conversion:

Upload to converted MARC
records to INNOPAC:

Authority control & final manual
editing:

Final random checking:

TOTAL:


25

Total Time Required for Manual Cataloguing
TOTAL = 18 working days (approx.)
Total Time Required for Automatically
Converting 300 NSWL Titles into MARC
1 working day
1/2 working day
1 min. for converting all 297 NSWL titles
15 min.
1 working day
1/2 day
TOTAL: 4 working days (approx.)

Lo, Patrick & Joe Chow (2005) “How to Introduce Naxos Spoken Word Library Titles to the OPAC – the Lingnan University
Library Experience.” Journal of East Asian Libraries. June 2005 (No. 136).
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Third Attempt -- To Introduce 4,676 Naxos Music Library Online Titles to WebPAC26 (Appendix
VII & VIII)

Project began in: November 2004


Action Taken: developed local software programme that could convert raw data into MARC
records automatically. It saved staff-time and also eliminated errors caused by human in-put.



Results & beneficial outcomes:
(a) All Naxos Music Library titles can now be inter-searchable with our Library’s regular
collection under WebPAC.
(b) Compared with manual cataloguing, the in-house developed software programme had
saved the library a total number of (270.5) working days.
(c) As regular update, at the end of July 2005, approximately 2,309 new titles from NML
were added to the WebPAC. On top of the in-house (207) titles produced by Naxos, the
new additions also included titles from the following 3rd-party label:
(i) Analekta = 198 titles
(ii) ARC = 153 titles
(iii) Artek = 21 titles
(iv) BIS = 1,202 titles
(v) CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) = 92 titles
(vi) First Edition = 40 titles
(vii) Hanssler Classic = 356 titles
(viii) Morrison Music Trust = 40 titles



Examples: all Naxos Music Library titles are now searchable under Library WebPAC, under
AUTHOR, TITLE, KEYWORD, e.g.:
http://library.ln.edu.hk/search/tNaxos+Music+Library/tnaxos+music+library/-2%2C1%2C0%2CB/exact&FF=tnaxos+music+library&1%2C4679%2C
Manual Cataloguing
Total time required to catalogue
all 4,676 NML titles manually:
Automatic MARC Conversion with InHouse-Developed Software

Developing in-house software
programme to convert Excel to
MARC:

Pre-processing of data in Excel
file before actual MARC
conversion/loading:

Running Software Programme for
MARC conversion:

Upload to converted MARC
records to INNOPAC:

Authority control & final manual
editing:

Final random checking:

TOTAL:


26

Total Time Required for Manual Cataloguing
TOTAL = 278 working days (approx.)
Total Time Required for Automatically
Converting NML Titles into MARC
4 working days
2 working days
10 min. for converting all 4,676 NML titles
30 min.
1 working day
1/2 day
TOTAL = 7.5 working days (approx.)

LO, Patrick & Joe CHOW. (2005) “How to Introduce Naxos Music Library Titles to OPAC – the Lingnan University Library
Experience.” Journal of East Asian Libraries October 2005 (No. 137).
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Forth Attempt -- To Introduce 4,189 Apabi Chinese Electronic Book Titles (四 庫 全 書 ) to
WebPAC (Appendix IX)

Project began in: April 2004


Action taken: worked closely with library system vendor INNOPAC and developed wellplanned procedures for cleaning the data, as well as converting the MARC data and Chinese
characters’ internal codes into appropriate formats. It saved staff-time and also eliminated
errors caused by human in-put.



Results & beneficial outcomes: over 4,189 titles of Chinese “四庫全書” can now be
searchable under WebPAC. Electronic full-text of these titles can also be accessed directly
under WebPAC.



Examples: Apabi E-books “四庫全書” are now searchable under WebPAC, under AUTHOR,
TITLE, KEYWORD, e.g.: http://library.ln.edu.hk/search/aApabi/aapabi/-2%2C1%2C0%2CB/exact&FF=aapabi&1%2C8%2C
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Libraries need to observe what is happening in the world in terms of technology and consumer
habits.

Since the beginning of 2000, libraries have witnessed a massive influx of handheld

electronic communication tools into the market, the word “wireless” is everywhere, electronic
commerce is burgeoning, Internet- and technology-related jobs are opening up rapidly, and a few
publishers have decided to publish exclusively on the Internet. As a service-oriented community,
the library community needs to recognize shifts in the behaviour of a rapidly growing portion of its
clientele and respond to their needs.
As librarians, we presently lack the resources and the technologies to provide access to all the
information we would like to include. But in the future, the library catalogue or (WebPAC), will
continue to serve as an Internet Portal, a gateway to the Web, to offer access to a wide range of
resources.

They will differ from the traditional catalogue in a number of ways, perhaps most

significantly in that they will facilitate searching and retrieval from a vast, often uncoordinated
array of sites, rather than the carefully delimited sphere of the library collections.

Web

information will be more volatile, ephemeral, and heterogeneous.27
To respond to the shifting fashions and the increase in the functionalities of the WebPAC, libraries
and librarians need to:28


increase the scope and coverage of materials;



ensure timely access to publications;



increase the level of access from citation to full-text increasing degrees of granularity;



incorporate features such as reference linking, recommended titles (others who liked this title
also liked;), relevance ranking, customization, and personalization that make portals so
captivating;



librarians will also need to advertise the features of the discovery database, a hybrid
combining some of the best features of the catalogue and the portal, using local and global
outlets;



quantify the value of the labour-saving features of the catalogue for the community of
potential consumers and for those administrating the organizations, who subsidize them and
stand to benefit from them;



conduct and publish research documenting improved results through use of the catalogue
(saves time, finds more appropriate materials; titles found are accessible, etc.);

27

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web in December 2000.
28

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web in December 2000.
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as designers of the future library catalogue, work with our home institutions to build a public
awareness of and appreciation for the service provided by the library catalogue and its
creators.

In short term, we can expand the catalogue to be more inclusive and flexible. In the near future,
however, we should expect a hybrid which will adopt some of the superior features of the
catalogue, but which will employ an increasingly sophisticated technological infrastructure to
increase the yield for information seekers.

The future model will draw on the wisdom of the

librarian, but will also use the savvy of the programmer to produce the most cost-effective and
accurate results possible. In its ideal realization, the successor to the library catalogue will express
its virtues, but will also supplement them with many new features made possible through
technology. 29 Library catalogues will continue to evolve and to grow alongside technology.

29

THOMAS, Sarah E. “The Catalog as Portal to the Internet”, presented at the Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic
Control for the New Millennium : Confronting the Challenges of Networked Resources and the Web, December 2000.
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